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On trte weak strong extent.l0ns.

D’J

arid J.Siostrarid

0.Introduction and statement of trie result.

We use thé termmotogg and thé results of Shubin (S 1]. Let r1 De a

connectée) Rlernanrnan mamfotd of bounded geometry. let E.F be

vectorbundies on r-1 of bounded qeornetry (cf [Sll) and ]et A:

be a urtifornily elliptic C(o-bounded differential

operator on Il of order m (cf [51]). Let a(x) be the principal symbol of A

so that is a homogeneous polynomial of

degree m iri the the fiber variables. Here 1T*E. n*F denote the pull-backs

of E,F bij rneans of the riatural projection n: As in [Sl] we can

de1me the spaces and more générant the Sobolev spaces W3(M;E)
rnodel1ed on the LP spaces. Here and SER. In the case p=oo we

shall not cons1der LM but rather thé space of continuous sections

of E which tend to (J at iufinitg. In order to cover a11 cases we shall put

when and àP= i’ when p=oo. Cons1der first A as an

operator and fix some p~M,MJ. Then we can define

the weak and the strong extensions w A and SA in the following waq:
- Tt1e domam of WA 15 the set of all such that 

- The demain of ~A is qiyeri by there exists a

sequence j=1 ,2, . , with the property that in

In botfi cases we defitie J.9(w A) --~ sA: -~ ZP in the sense

oî di-,Rtributions. It is then an iriterestinq problem to deternnne when

that 18 wt’ieii It 15 obvious that--’A. that t 1,,,, when ,Lq (w A) = Z !t s obvous that

50 the proDlern is t a détermine when thé opposite inclusion is valid.
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(see also announcement ln proved ttià! when E=F is

ari Wermitoti vectorbund)e and a(x.)/0. then wA=sA for ail I 

In this note we propose to general1ze this result., by weakeriirig the

assumptions on the E Il F Il a. Our results is:

Theorern Let A be as above. Then for each p in we have

.

In trfe case it is well known that Indeed. we have

where the first inclusion is obv1ous and the second

orie is in conséquence of uniform elliptic regularity. Apart from the results

of _ordyukov mentionned above, marly authors have obtained the F-&#x3E;qui5lity
between Yleoh and strong extensions or resu1t9 whtch imply this in

vanous special cases. Davies f G1 obtains such results for second order

operators on homogeneous spaces. Lie groups and on some more general 1

manifolds. The work of strichortz [Str] also treats the second order case

on manifolds. Kato studies the Schrôdinger operator on 1~n with non

smoot.h potential. Stewart f Ste1 studies strongly elliptic operators in the

Euclidean case and obtôlns resolvent estimates in the case p=1 ,oo. He

also refers to some unpublished seminar notes of hasuda.

1."_ Proof of the theorem.

We introduce form of the Agmon-Agranovlch-Vishik ellipticitg
condition: /

(H) We have E=F and there are constants p and C with I I =1 and 

such that Il Il for ail Hçn =1 ~~~.

Proposition i .1. Theorem (J.1 1 holds if we assume (H).

We start by establishing an essentially well known consequence of the

(See for Browder f B1, Agmon in the Euclidean

&#x3E;
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~.2. There a constant )~Ü "-’.’, ~ such thaï. Jor lÀ; °&#x3E; 1.,~, t.he

operator ’i/F’* 1t1&#x3E; - B10/ f{M) for everfj R w1th ar n’J . r ! i T 1 t I i 1 L , ! f i 1 1 f V 1 i r r i I i m i r

hounded inverse 1 W f(1) satisJying the estjmatpr A 1‘J .r .. 1 L . , 
·

for every u= Here Il.11 s denotes thé norm in and a

constant which is independent of u and of X.

V-le first notice that it is enough to prove the result with A

replaced by ,ç ’A, which satisftes :5 C, 1 £ 1 = 1 .

This 15 the Lisual uniform Agmon condition so we can apply the Seeley

construction of a local parametr1x of (p’~A-~) which will sat1sfy uniform
estimates. (See [Se].) We then get a global parametr1x by using the

uniform partition of unity of [Si]. (Maklng use of the fact that A is

differential, one can give simpler proofs, see for instance !S2].)

a

Let have the property that a COO bounded
i’%

function for every eoo bounded vectorfield . Then:

where Bt if. a COO - bounded differetitial operator of order m -1. We then

and if we choose , ,-,, where Â(t is given in the proposition, then in the

sense of bounded operators from to we can writesemé of bounded operator? to W(t1), we can 
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If is large enough, (depending onlq on the bounds on for

in canonir-al 1 coordmates,) the norm of 13f is

smaller than U. We conclude that the nght hand side of ~t.’~, viewed as
an operator W ~ -. L 2 , is bijective with a uniformly bounded inverse when

and is large enough. The identity (1.3) is of course to be

understood in the sense of distributions, but we have:

Proposition 1.3. Let f be as above. Then there exists a constant Bp0
depending only on the bounds of for (in canonical

coordinates) such that for the uniforme bounded inverse, G~ of the

operator A-Xp: (which exists according to Proposition 1.1) has

the following property: The operator (which a priori maps

L 2nt’ into has a bounded extension L 2 ~ w~, and the norm can
be bounded by a constant which is independent of X and of f.

Proof., If f is a bounded funct10n, then multiplication by e±f is a bounded

operator on all the spaces Ws, and we see that is the inverse

of the operator ~1.3), and the proposition follows in that case. If f is not

a bounded function, we let be a smooth increasing real valued

function with g(s)=s for ~(s)=-^c for s~-3, ;S(s)=2 for sa3

and put for Notice that for

k=1,2,.., where Ck are independent of s and of ~., so that the functions,

satisfy for 1 1 -cm, with C« independent of
t. We can then apply the proposition with f replaced by fr. We conclude

that is bounded uniforme with respect to ~ and

e. If then for 00 small enough, we have f~=f on the support
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of u, and if K C C t1 is arbitrary, then for small enough, we haue

constant C &#x3E; 0 which is independent of u and K. Here denotes the

W p - norm over K. Since K is arbitrary, we conclude that 

extends to a bounded operator

Notice that the distribution kernel of is of the form

we denote the distribution kernel of G~ by

Also notice that Kg is C°° outside the diagonal. We shall apply

the above result wlth where d is the function

constructed b~ Kordyukov (see Lemma 2.1 of Here x may be an

arbitrary point of M, and t?0 may be arbitrary but fixed. Then the

hypotheses of the last proposition are satisfied uniformly when x varies in

M and as in Theorem 2.1 of [Sll we obtain:

Proposition 1.4. Let t&#x3E;O. Then there exists such that for ’~&#x3E;~(t?

we have the the following: For every 8&#x3E;0 and all multiindices o:,~, there

exists C~~ ~&#x3E;0 such that

The study of in the region goes through exactly as in

section 3 of (St], and we obtain the following analogue of Theorem 3.2 of

that paper:
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Theorem t. 5. Let t/u. Then there ex 1 S t s À ( t ) ..&#x3E;1) such thet for 

t 1 a v e the followirtg: For a 11 rn u 1 t 11 n d 1 ces cJ,e there xists à eonstaril.

r~ ~o such that wher!  ’ 

Vile here also notice that 1t 1s well known that the Renier ls locally

integrable in y for every) fixed Y. and in x for every fixed y.

We have the following result where the only assumption ls that M is

of bounded geometry:

Lemma 1. ~. Let There exists a constant C=C(tl)

such that for all me-M and rt0:

U. 7) 

A simple proof of the lemma can be obtained by considering coverings

Dy balls of bounded radius, and a more general result due to 13ishop, can

be found in the boo~: of Gromov [6].

Using the lemma one obtains the following corollary of Theorem 1.4:

Corollary 1 ,î. There exists such if ~~ ~~,, then:

Using (L5),(1.6), lt is easy to see that

so we only have to eqtlmate the. corresponding integrals over the domain

’&#x3E;6, and here we may use (1.4): We get 
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where V(r)=Vol(B(x,r). We choose t strictly larger than the constant "C"

which appears in Lemma 1.5. Then the last integral is convergent and an

integration by parts gives:

The same estimate is valid for the x-integrals and the corollary follows.

Il

From now on we take sufficiently large so that the corollary

applies. Bq Shur’s lemma we then know that the restriction of G~ to C~
has a unique bounded extension when It is also

easy to see (using also (1.~)), that G~ has a unique bounded extension:

Working with some fixed p, we denote this extension 61. For

we have and using the continuity of 6~1 in XP and
the continuity of A- Àp for the weak topology of distributions, we get:

Let so that u and Au belong to ZP. Then if we

get:

where the sca1ar products are taken either in L 2(M:E) and * indicates that
we take the formai 1 complex adjoint ln the sense Q f distributions. As in

lsl], section 4, these manipulations are justified by means of the family

of uniforme COO bounded cut-off functions with 1

on an exhaustive increasing fam11y of compacts, N=1,~,3,....

(Again we need the estimates (1.4).)
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Now as can be seen by replacmg u by a C#f function ’:J1

in (1 .10) and using that G(A-p)=G(A-’Bp)=. Thus OJO)
reduces to:

and vanjmg p we conclude that:

Thus we hâve proved that for sufficienHu large, (A-Xp) is bijective

from onto ZP and that the inverse is G~.
We can now end the proof of Proposition 1.1. Let and put

v = Au. Let W j’ j = 1 ,2,.. be a sequence of CÔ -functions converging to

It anly remains to prove that ul belongs to

We notice that if Q.=supp(w.) then

to zero when N tends to infinité and s1mnarly when 1s

repiaced b~ some x-derivative of the same function. (Indeed, this is

proved in the same way as iorollary 1.7.) Hence (still with j fixed)

--+u 1 and in ~p when N - 00, and the proof is

complete. n

Proof-2Í Theorem (J.1. We may assume that E and F are uniformly

Coo-bounded Hermitian vectorbundles. Let A’ denote the formal complex

adjoint of A, and consider the uniformly elliptic C°°-bounded formally self

adjoint operator: Q: given by the matrix
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We notice that G satifles (H) with P=1, so we know that 

It is easy to see that and that we have the

similar equality for the strong extensions. It follows that ’A=SA. o
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